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0845 402 5125
www.lwc-drinks.co.uk

WHY ARE SOFT DRINKS
IMPORTANT TO YOUR VENUE?
THE CONSUMER’S VIEW

WHAT DO CUSTOMERS WANT TO SEE ?

Recent research has shown that operators are not investing much time and thought into their soft-drinks
offering compared to the rest of the bar. At some point, for one reason or another, everyone will order a soft
drink in a pub or bar, so it should have the same focus as other offerings. The soft drinks on offer can have an

59%

39%

30%

Value for money

More healthy options

More adult soft drinks

important effect on how customers perceive you and your venue.
THINGS TO CONSIDER
Presentation – the right presentation can make the perception of value greater.
Promotions & display – giving soft drinks pride of place on menus and blackboards will put the
options at the forefront of your customers’ minds – 48% of consumers would like to see a back-bar
display of soft drinks.
Staff Training – staff recommendations can go a long way.
Choice - 1 in 5 customers say there is not enough choice of soft drinks on offer.
Healthy choices – 44% of consumers would be swayed by a 100% natural option.

20%

17%

Better garnishes
e.g mint, orange

More craft soft drinks
from small local producers

SHOW OFF YOUR OFFERING

12%

Consumers were asked how they would like to find
out about soft-drinks options.

More interesting flavours

23%

Non-alcoholic cocktails

Fewer sweet soft
drink options

MORE CRAFT
care and attention
put into the serving the drink

LOW-SUGAR OPTIONS
How important are low-sugar options
IN SOFT DRINKS

62% MENU
48% BACK BAR

24%

29%

42%

Quite Important

31%
IN MIXERS

37% THE FRIDGE
Very important

WHY DO CUSTOMERS ORDER A SOFT DRINK?
39% - I was driving

18% THE STAFF

36%

4% DON’T KNOW
1% OTHER

12% - I don’t drink alcohol in the day time
11% - I tend not to have alcohol with food
8% - I was working/had to go back to work
8% - I am trying to cut down on alcohol
7% - I was looking after children
7% - I prefer the taste of non-alcoholic drinks
4% - other reason
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28%
Very important

29% - I didn’t fancy an alcoholic drink at the time
15% - I don’t drink alcohol

Quite Important

HOW CAN LWC SUPPORT YOU?
Wide range of product choices including organic & fair trade brands.
Over 80 Business Development Managers with expert
knowledge of the market place.
Bespoke menu design service.
Same-day & next-day delivery service.
Competitive pricing, brand support, training, glassware & POS.
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WHY PREMIUM SOFT DRINKS?
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Consumer desire for a more unique experience has created an increased demand for a more premium soft-drinks
offering. Premium spirits now account for 26%* of spirit sales in the on trade; this is driving the growth into more
premium mixers. As the market place moves on, outlets need to reflect these changes in their soft-drinks offering.
LWC are perfectly placed to help your outlet get the right mix of adult soft drinks & premium mixers; we work
with a wide range of brands, from major brands such as Fentimans to smaller local producers such as Luscombes.
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LUSCOMBE DRINKS
Why choose Luscombe Drinks’ award-winning
great-tasting soft drinks?
Luscombe Drinks is a family business, founded by our
chairman and owner Gabriel David, who was inspired
to develop a range of exceptional organic soft drinks.
Gabriel’s ethos is a simple one: to be genuine, making
great-tasting soft drinks of the highest quality
without compromise.
We’re proud of our extraordinary range of 22 soft
drinks, bubblies and juices. Luscombe Drinks’ fanatical
attention to detail has been acknowledged with 48
Great Taste Awards, multiple awards from The Soil
Association, Fine Food Digest and Guild of Fine Food.
All our drinks are produced and bottled in keeping with
our artisan values on our farm in Devon. Luscombe use
the best raw ingredients harvested from our orchards in
Devon or trusted growers worldwide.
We are passionate about using fruit in our drinks to
develop the extraordinary taste and do not use additives,
synthetics or concentrates in any of our soft drinks.
At Luscombe we have been making exquisite drinks
since 1997. Our drinks are all crafted in small batches
with exceptional care.
Most of our range is 100% organic and some have no
added sugar. We source first-class ingredients from
growers around the world ensuring that the best goes
into the bottles.
Luscombe Drinks perfectly complement any meal or
stand alone as an alternative to alcohol.
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SKU CODES
LUSCOMBE ENGLISH APPLE JUICE (24) 24CL

55542026

LUSCOMBE ORANGE JUICE (24) 24CL

55542030

LUSCOMBE APPLE & APRICOT JUICE (24) 24CL

55542031

LUSCOMBE APPLE & PEAR JUICE (24) 24CL

55542032

LUSCOMBE MOSTLY DEVON
APPLE JUICE (24) 24CL

55542039

LUSCOMBE SICILIAN LEMONADE (12) 74CL

55542023

LUSCOMBE RASPBERRY CRUSH (24) 32CL

55542024

LUSCOMBE SICILIAN LEMONADE (24) 32CL

5554202

LUSCOMBE GINGER BEER HOT (24) 32CL

55542027

LUSCOMBE WILD ELDERFLOWER
BUBBLY (24) 32CL

55542028

LUSCOMBE COOL GINGER BEER (24) 32CL

55542033

LUSCOMBE ST CLEMENTS (24) 32CL

55542029

LUSCOMBE CRANBERRY CRUSH (24) 32CL

55542034

LUSCOMBE BLUEBERRY CRUSH (24) 32CL

55542035

LUSCOMBE STRAWBERRY CRUSH (24) 32CL

55542036

LUSCOMBE DAMASCENE ROSE BUBBLY (24) 32CL

55542037

LUSCOMBE MADAGASCAN VANILLA 		
SODA (24) 32CL

55542038

LUSCOMBE SPARKLING APPLE CRUSH (24) 32CL

55542040

LUSCOMBE APPLE JUICE WITH
ELDERFLOWER (24) 32CL

55542050

LUSCOMBE LIME CRUSH (24) 32CL

55542070

LUSCOMBE WILD ELDERFLOWER
BUBBLY (12) 74CL

55542060
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FENTIMANS
Fentimans have been making authentic and natural
drinks since 1905. By making their drinks using the
time-honoured botanical brewing process, Fentimans
have continued their long tradition of creating
great-tasting drinks which they have become
renowned for. Botanical brewing is a time-honoured
technique of making superior-quality beverages
using a combination of infusion, skilful blending and
fermentation. We continue to make our drinks in this
traditional way to achieve the premium quality that
Fentimans are renowned for.
Fentimans products can be recognised by our distinctive
dog’s-head logo. The dog is Thomas’ pet dog Fearless,
who won awards for obedience at the famous Crufts
competition in 1933 and 1934. The Fentimans range
includes Ginger Beer, Rose Lemonade, Wild English
Elderflower, Curiosity Cola, Victorian Lemonade,
Cherry Cola, Dandelion & Burdock, Mandarin and
Seville Orange Jigger, and Sparkling Lime and Jasmine.
In addition to our premium adult soft-drinks range,
Fentimans also produces a range of premium mixers:
Tonic Water, Light Tonic, 19:05 Herbal Tonic, Ginger
Beer, Rose Lemonade and Ginger Ale.
Looking to the future, Fentimans will continue to
innovate to meet consumer needs. A key area of
focus is exploring drinks which will act as tasty
alternatives to alcoholic drinks, but with a taste
profile and quirky British feel that people have
come to expect from Fentimans.
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SKU CODES
FENTIMANS CURIOSITY COLA (24) 125ML

55232219

FENTIMANS GINGER ALE (24) 125ML

55222018

FENTIMANS GINGER BEER (24) 125ML

55222019

FENTIMANS TONIC WATER (24) 125ML

55233019

FENTIMANS LIGHT TONIC WATER (24) 125ML

55233020

FENTIMANS ROSE LEMONADE (24) 125ML

55233022

FENTIMANS 19:05 HERBAL TONIC 			
WATER (24) 125ML

55233023

FENTIMANS VICTORIAN LEMONADE (24) 125ML

55233024

FENTIMANS GINGER BEER (12) 275ML

55222022

FENTIMANS VICTORIAN LEMONADE (12) 275ML

55222122

FENTIMANS DANDELION & BURDOCK (12) 275ML

55222222

FENTIMANS ORANGE JIGGER (12) 275ML

55221222

FENTIMANS CURIOSITY COLA (12) 275ML

55232222

FENTIMANS CHERRY COLA (12) 275ML

55232223

FENTIMANS ELDERFLOWER (12) 275ML

55232233

FENTIMANS ROSE LEMONADE (12) 275ML

55203921

FENTIMANS LEMON SHANDY (12) 275ML

55242222

FENTIMANS LIME & JASMINE (12) 275ML

55230045
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FRANKLIN & SONS
Soft Drinks
Franklin & Sons soft drinks were first sold in 1886
when three Franklin brothers started to retail their
brews from a confectionery shop at 171 High Street,
Rickmansworth. Over 100 years later, Franklin & Sons
continue to combine only the finest ingredients to
create quality British soft drinks.
The Franklin & Sons soft-drink range includes:
dandelion & handpicked burdock with star anise, cloudy
apple & Yorkshire rhubarb with cinnamon, Sicilian
lemonade & English elderflower with crushed juniper,
wild strawberry & Scottish raspberry with cracked black
pepper, brewed ginger beer with malted barley & a
squeeze of lemon.

SKU CODES
FRANKLIN APPLE & RHUBARB (12) 275ML

55250020

FRANKLIN STRAWBERRY & RASPBERRY (12) 275ML

55250021

FRANKLIN LEMONADE (12) 275ML

55250022

FRANKLIN DANDELION & BURDOCK (12) 275ML

55250023

FRANKLIN GINGER BEER (12) 275ML

55250024

FRANKLIN TONIC WATER (24) 200ML

55250025

FRANKLIN LIGHT TONIC (24) 200ML

55250026

FRANKLIN LEMON TONIC (24) 200ML

55250027

FRANKLIN GINGER ALE (24) 200ML

55250028

Tonics
Discover Franklin & Sons premium tonics and mixers,
the perfect partner to the most sophisticated of drinks.
Established in London in 1886, today’s range is crafted
with soft Staffordshire spring water, hand-harvested
Ecuadorian cinchona bark and the finest natural British
sugar. This creates a meticulously balanced tonic. The
high levels of carbonation found throughout the range
serve to release the delicate botanicals and aromas in
every premium spirit.
The Franklin & Sons tonic & mixer range includes:
natural indian tonic, natural light tonic, Sicilian lemon
tonic and original ginger ale.
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FROBISHERS
Say hello to Frobishers, creator of the finest premium
fruit juices, juice drinks and smoothies. We make it our
mission to supply the best-quality juices from the
finest-quality fruits, sourced from the top producers
in the world.
We never compromise on taste; all of our juices and
juice drinks are made with natural fruit. Enjoy one of our
colourful collection of premium juices, served in 250ml
bottles. Our fruits are delicately pressed to retain their
natural goodness and mouth-watering flavour.
Frobishers Fusion contains 75% fruit juice and fruit
purée together with a dash of water for a refreshing
delivery. We don’t add any artificial preservatives,
colours or sweeteners to Frobishers Fusion.
Classics is our sparkling new entrant to the grown-up
soft-drinks market, delicately carbonated juice drinks
made with pure fruit juices and spring water.
Quite the sparkler, each 330ml bottle contains fewer
than 85 calories.

At Frobishers, we know juice.
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SKU CODES
FROBISHERS APPLE JUICE (24) 250ML

55260010

FROBISHERS MANGO (24) 250ML

55260011

FROBISHERS TOMATO JUICE (24) 250ML

55260110

FROBISHERS PINEAPPLE JUICE (24) 250ML

55260210

FROBISHERS ORANGE JUICE (24) 250ML

55260310

FROBISHERS GRAPEFRUIT JUICE (24) 250ML

55260410

FROBISHERS CRANBERRY JUICE (24) 250ML

55260510

FROBISHERS PEAR JUICE (24) 250ML

55260810

FROBISHERS BUMBLEBERRY JUICE (24) 250ML

55260910

FROBISHERS CHERRY (24) 250ML

55261143

FROBISHERS PINEAPPLE BANANA
& PASSION SMOOTHIE (12) 250ML

55261110

FROBISHERS FROBISHERS ORANGE
BANANA & MANGO SMOOTHIE (12) 250ML

55261120

FROBISHERS FROBISHERS APPLE &
BLACKCURRANT SMOOTHIE (12) 250ML

55261130

FROBISHERS FUSION APPLE &
MANGO (24) 275ML

55261131

		

FROBISHERS FUSION APPLE &
RASPBERRY (24) 275ML

55261132

FROBISHERS FUSION ORANGE &
PASSIONFRUIT (24) 275ML

55261133

FROBISHERS SPARKLING
RASPBERRY (12) 330ML

52261140

FROBISHERS CLASSICS ST CLEMENTS (12) 330ML

52261150

FROBISHERS CLASSICS APPLE PEAR
& ELDERFLOWER (12) 330ML

52261160
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FEVER-TREE
Best Tonic Water
Fever-Tree has been named the #1 Best Selling and #1
Trending Tonic Water by The World’s 50 Best Bars for
two years in a row.
Offer A Superior Drinking Experience
Fever-Tree’s range of tonics are made using only the
highest-quality natural ingredients from small specialist
producers and are crafted to enhance the taste of
premium gins.
Increase Your Cash Margins
Stocking Fever-Tree’s range of tonics allows you to
increase your cash margin per G&T served.
A Point Of Difference
Whether Elderflower, Lemon or Mediterranean Tonic,
Fever-Tree’s full range of flavoured tonics gives you a
point of difference from the competition.

SKU CODES
FEVER-TREE TONIC WATER (24) 200ML

55541122

FEVER-TREE LIGHT TONIC (24) 200ML

51110020

FEVER-TREE ELDERFLOWER
TONIC WATER (24) 200ML

55541124

FEVER-TREE MEDITERRANEAN TONIC (24) 200ML

55541125

FEVER-TREE LEMON TONIC (24) 200ML

27792222

FEVER-TREE CLEAR LEMONADE (24) 200ML

55541126

FEVER-TREE SICILIAN LEMONADE (24) 200ML

55541123

FEVER-TREE GINGER ALE (24) 200ML

27792224

FEVER-TREE GINGER BEER (24) 200ML

27881022

FEVER-TREE SODA WATER (24) 200ML

27792322

Increase Your Premium Gin Sales
Fever-Tree are offering stockists design and print on
bespoke gin and tonic menus that are proven to increase
Premium gin sales.
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BELVOIR FRUIT FARMS
Belvoir Fruit Farms is the original producer of
elderflower cordial and has been hand making and
bottling its award-winning range of naturally lovely
cordials and presses for over 30 years. All Belvoir drinks
are made using only the finest, freshest ingredients
with no artificial flavours, sweeteners, colours or
preservatives. Our cordials are delicious diluted with
still or sparkling water to make a perfect refreshing
summer drink, or make the perfect base for cocktails
and mocktails.
Our pressés are simply delicious served over ice and
make a wonderful alternative to alcohol; they are also
perfect as a mixer with gin or vodka, and work equally
well in cocktails and mocktails.

SKU CODES
BELVOIR ELDERFLOWER CORDIAL 50CL

51301049

BELVOIR BLUEBERRY & BLACKCURRANT
CORDIAL 50CL

51301349

BELVOIR GINGER CORDIAL 50CL

51301449

BELVOIR LIME & LEMONGRASS CORDIAL 50CL

51301450

BELVOIR RASPBERRY & ROSE CORDIAL 50CL

51301549

BELVOIR BLACKCURRANT & APPLE
CORDIAL 50CL

51301452

BELVOIR GINGER CORDIAL 50CL

51301453

BELVOIR RASPBERRY LEMONADE (24) 250ML

55220844

BELVOIR GINGER BEER (24) 250ML

55220854

BELVOIR ELDERFLOWER (24) 250ML

55220864

BELVOIR POMEGRANATE &
RASPBERRY (24) 250ML

55220884

BELVOIR LIME & LEMONGRASS (24) 250ML

55220894

BELVOIR COCONUT & LIME (24) 250ML

55220904

BELVOIR MANGO & PEACH (24) 250ML

55220877

BELVOIR ELDERFLOWER & ROSE
LEMONADE (24) 250ML

55220907

BELVOIR COX APPLE (24) 250ML

55220822

BELVOIR CUCUMBER & MINT (24) 250ML

55220909

BELVOIR DRAGONFRUIT &
RASPBERRY (24) 250ML

55220910

BELVOIR ELDERFLOWER CAN (12) 250ML

55220823

BELVOIR RASPBERRY LEMONADE
CAN (12) 250ML

55220824

BELVOIR COCONUT & LIME
CAN (12) 250ML

55220825

Take a look at www.belvoirfruitfarms.co.uk to see our full
range of lovely recipe ideas.
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BOTTLE GREEN

CAWSTON PRESS
Cordials
Crafted by winemakers, all flavours are complex,
balanced and filtered to remove sediment, making
the cordial perfect to use in cocktails & recipes.
Delicious with still, sparkling or hot water.
Presses
275ml (x12) bottles are perfect for restaurants, bars,
hotels and coffee shops. Crafted by winemakers, all our
flavours are complex and balanced to make a perfect
pairing for food.

Cawston Press aspire to create remarkably good drinks
for those seeking great taste and better choice. You
won’t find anything artificial in our drinks – just
remarkably good, all-natural ingredients.
When choosing each one, we pay the same careful
attention as when we first started picking and pressing
apples in the orchard.

Tonics
Uniquely filtered and crafted from the finest natural
ingredients, bottlegreen tonics enhance and elevate the
subtle notes of premium gins for a pitch-perfect G&T.
SKU CODES
BOTTLE GREEN ORIGINAL TONIC (24) 175ML

55221017

BOTTLE GREEN ORIGINAL LIGHT TONIC (24) 175ML

55221018

BOTTLE GREEN ELDERFLOWER TONIC (24) 175ML

55221015

BOTTLE GREEN POMEGRANATE &
ELDERFLOWER TONIC (24) 175ML

55221016

BOTTLE GREEN COTSWOLD LEMON
& MINT PRESSE (12) 275ML

55221014

SKU CODES
55220234

BOTTLE GREEN MANGO &
COCONUT PRESSE (12) 275ML

55220914

CAWSTON PRESS CLOUDY SPARKLING
APPLE (12) 250ML

55220244

BOTTLE GREEN POMEGRANATE &
ELDERFLOWER PRESSE (12) 275ML

55220814

CAWSTON PRESS SPARKLING
RHUBARB (12) 250ML

55220360

BOTTLE GREEN COX’S
APPLE PRESSE (12) 275ML

55220614

CAWSTON PRESS APPLE & PEAR
KIDS BLEND (6X3) 200ML

55220514

CAWSTON PRESS APPLE & MANGO
KIDS BLEND (6X3) 200ML

55220370

BOTTLE GREEN CRANBERRY &
ORANGE PRESSE (12) 275ML

55220114

CAWSTON PRESS CLOUDY SPARKLING
APPLE (24) 330ML CAN

55220254

BOTTLE GREEN ELDERFLOWER
PRESSE (12) 275ML

CAWSTON PRESS SPARKLING
RHUBARB (24) 330ML CAN

55220264

CAWSTON PRESS SPARKLING ELDERFLOWER
LEMONADE (24) 330ML CAN

55220354

CAWSTON PRESS SPARKLING
GINGER BEER (24) 330MLCAN

55220355

BOTTLE GREEN GINGER & LEMONGRASS
PRESSE (12) 275ML
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55200314

BOTTLE GREEN ELDERFLOWER CORDIAL 50CL

51301149

BOTTLE GREEN GINGER &
LEMONGRASS CORDIAL 50CL

51301249
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KARMA COLA

HEALEYS
1.9 billion cola drinks are consumed around the world
every day – that’s over a million a minute – but the
farmers who grow the main ingredient in the world’s
most popular soft drink have never received a penny.
Karma Cola wanted to do something about that – to
create a drink that not only tastes good, but is good for
the land, good for the people who grow the ingredient
and as good for you as a fizzy drink can be.
Proceeds from the sale of every bottle of Karma Cola
go back to the communities we get our cola nut from,
through the Karma Cola Foundation, to help with
education, trade and to pay for medication and
sanitisation during the Ebola crisis.
Karma Cola & Friends – Gingerella Ginger Ale and
Lemony Lemonade – contain the best organic and
Fairtrade ingredients from around the world, including
ginger from the Kandy Highlands in Sri Lanka and
organic Femminello lemons scorched in the Sicilian sun.

Healeys Cornish Apple Juice
Our delicious apple juice is made at our farm using the
finest dessert apples, with added vitamin C. No artificial
colourings, sweeteners or flavourings added.
Healeys Cornish Elderflower Presse
This fragrant, light floral pressé made using elderflowers
steeped in our own spring water, is best enjoyed chilled.
No artificial colourings or flavourings.
Healeys Cornish Apple & Strawberry Juice
We blend the finest strawberry juice with our delicious
apple juice to create this sweet and fruity refresher. No
artificial colourings, sweeteners or flavourings added.
Healeys Cloudy Lemonade
We blend the finest Sicilian lemons and our own
Cornish water, to create Healeys special-recipe
traditional Cloudy Lemonade. No artificial colourings
or flavourings added.

Available in 330ml glass bottles and 250ml cans.
When you’re thirsting for a cold drink, #drinknoevil

SKU CODES
KARMA COLA (24) 250ML CANS

59290226

GINGERELLA (24) 250ML CANS

59290227

LEMONY LEMONADE (24) 250ML CANS

59290224

KARMA COLA (12) 330ML

59290228

GINGERELLA (12) 330ML

59290230

LEMONY LEMONADE (12) 330ML
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SKU CODES
HEALEYS APPLE JUICE (24) 250ML

54112830

HEALEYS APPLE & STRAWBERRY (24) 250ML

54112832

HEALEYS ELDERFLOWER (24) 250ML

54112831

HEALEYS CLOUDY LEMONADE (24) 250ML

54112833

59290231
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FOLKINGTON’S

PAGO PREMIUM FRUIT JUICE
“Trading up” is simply business speak for offering
customers something a little better than what they
are used to. Of course it’s great business because it’s
friendly and shows your customers that you care about
quality. They may even come back for more.
While finding the right product at a manageable price is
often hard, Folkington’s Juices are perhaps the answer
to the problem.
At Folkington’s we pride ourselves not just on quality
(using only “not from concentrate” juice) but also
provenance, which means that every year we use the
same fruit varieties from the same farmers. It’s a
sustainable approach that is core to the brand and
we also talk about it on every bottle, to engage with
the customer.
British-grown fruit is also a fundamental part of the
Folkington’s brand. All our apples, pears, raspberries,
strawberries and blackcurrants are grown by British
farmers and our Elderflowers grow wild in the English
countryside. Only for our citrus fruits, mangos,
cranberries and tomatoes do we have to go further
afield where the climate is right.

Enter a world of vibrant colour and indulgence, where
sun-ripened fruits are transformed into an intense
flavour experience, ready to be enjoyed.
A Strong Heritage
Established over 125 years ago and now sold in over
30 countries, Pago offers a unique range of premium
juices with no colourings, artificial aromas, sweeteners
or preservatives.
Brand Support
Pago also offers a quality range of point of sale to
help visibility and drive sales as well as investing in
different media platforms to help communicate the
brand message.
Perfect For Any Occasion
Pago makes the perfect partner for breakfast, lunch
and dinner as well being a key ingredient for many
classic and contemporary cocktails.

There’s more to find out about Folkington’s at
www.folkingtons.com. Do get in touch, ask us any
questions and if you would like to try some samples,
just let us know.
SKU CODES
SKU CODES
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PAGO CLOUDY APPLE JUICE (12) 200ML

55200322

FOLKINGTON’S SQUEEZED ORANGE (12) 250ML

54112822

PAGO ORANGE (12) 200ML

FOLKINGTON’S CLOUDY APPLE (12) 250ML

54112823

PAGO PINEAPPLE JUICE (12) 200ML

55200622

FOLKINGTON’S PRESSED TOMATO (12) 250ML

54112824

PAGO PINK GRAPEFRUIT JUICE (12) 200ML

55200421

FOLKINGTON’S PINK LEMONADE (12) 250ML

54112825

PAGO STRAWBERRY COCKTAIL (12) 200ML

55200821

FOLKINGTON’S PRESSED MANGO (12) 250ML

54112826

PAGO PEACH NECTAR (12) 200ML

55201021

FOLKINGTON’S CRANBERRY (12) 250ML

54112827

PAGO MANGO (12) 200ML

55201131

FOLKINGTON’S PEAR (12) 250ML

54112828

PAGO CRANBERRY (12) 200ML

55201221

FOLKINGTON’S ELDERFLOWER (12) 250ML

54112829

PAGO CLOUDY CHERRY (12) 200ML

55201222

PAGO PEAR (12) 200ML

55201223

55201521
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ORCHARD PIG

EAGER
It all started just outside Glastonbury in 2004 when
Andrew and Neil were enjoying their home-made
juices with friends. Orchard Pig was born out of a
shared passion for great food and great drinks, and
an accidental discovery that home-grown apples make
the best juice! Orchard Pig Drinks...
WAKE UP AND SMELL THE APPLES!
Available in a range of six invigorating orchard drinks,
we use all the best ingredients from whole-crushed
English Orchard Apples to create a selection of roguish
tastes that will awaken the senses.
Natural apple options...
Apple Rambler – crisp and invigorating straight
apple juice.

Eager for a great-tasting quality fruit juice brand that’ll
have your customers returning time after time? Then
submit to the irresistible lure of Eager’s delicious juices.
Apart from the undoubted attraction of fruit juices
with no added artificial sugars, sweeteners, additives
or preservatives, you are probably asking what other
benefits are there? Well, we’re eager to tell you! Eager
fruits juices are predominantly not from concentrate
(NFC) i.e. 100% natural squeezed fruit juices.
They have all the taste of a short-life juice — but with
a 1-year shelf life! A better-quality alternative to other
‘long-life’ juices. Premium quality juices sourced from
the finest ingredients from around the world. Can be
stored at an ambient temperature until consumed —
perfect for bulk buying!

Apple Tingler – sparkling apple juice that’s a
natural refresher.
Flower Power – sparkling apple and elderflower pressé.
Great as a mixer!
Very Berried – strawberry and blackberry with a cheeky
twist of poppy.
Deeply Rooted – ginger and chilli with a wicked
twist of fennel.
Totally Minted – pink grapefruit and mint with a zesty
twist of lime.
SKU CODES
ORCHARD PIG VERY BERRIED (12) 250ML
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SKU CODES
54120000

EAGER APPLE JUICE (8) LTR

59131338

ORCHARD PIG DEEPLY ROOTED (12) 250ML

54120001

EAGER PINEAPPLE JUICE (8) LTR

59290049

ORCHARD PIG TOTALLY MINTED (12) 250ML

54120002

EAGER ORANGE JUICE (8) LTR

59292249

ORCHARD PIG APPLE TINGLER (12) 250ML

54120003

EAGER TOMATO JUICE (8) LTR

59420629

ORCHARD PIG APPLE RAMBLER (12) 250ML

54120004

EAGER PINK GRAPEFRUIT JUICE (8) LTR

59738248

ORCHARD PIG FLOWER POWER (12) 250ML

54120005

EAGER CRANBERRY JUICE (8) LTR

59805348
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FEEL GOOD

GOLDBERG
Feel Good Drinks and Kids’ Juices
The Feel Good range offers a variety of healthy drinks
with 100% natural ingredients, and with an increasing
demand for healthier alternatives, these juices cater
perfectly. Made of fruit, water and with no added sugar,
they also count as 1 of your 5 a day, providing a fun and
healthy option that will make the whole family happy.

An excellent combination of the best ingredients makes
Goldberg an absolutely premium product. At Goldberg,
a passion for outstanding refreshment is our number
one priority. That’s why our bitter sodas are not only
great for refining first-class spirits, but also perfect for
enjoying on their own. Anyone who decides they want
better taste will find Goldberg to be a personal
superlative. Goldberg offers great quality without
compromise, for a unique taste experience that
invigorates every facet of the senses.

SKU CODES

SKU CODES
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FEEL GOOD APPLE & BLUEBERRY (24) 275ML

55200010

FEEL GOOD ORANGE & MANGO (24) 275ML

55200011

FEEL GOOD CRANBERRY & APPLE (24) 275ML

55200012

FEEL GOOD KIDS ORANGE, PINEAPPLE &
BANANA (20) 180ML

55200020

FEEL GOOD KIDS BLACKCURRANT,
APPLE & GRAPE (20) 180ML

55200030

GOLDBERG BITTER LEMON (24) 150ML CAN

55250038

GOLDBERG GINGER ALE (24) 150ML CAN

55250036

GOLDBERG GINGER BEER (24) 150ML CAN

55250037

GOLDBERG TONIC WATER (24) 150ML CAN

55250034

GOLDBERG SLIM TONIC WATER (24) 150ML CAN

55250035

GOLDBERG TONIC WATER (24) 200ML

55250030

GOLDBERG SLIM TONIC WATER (24) 200ML

55250031

GOLDBERG GINGER ALE (24) 200ML

55250032

GOLDBERG GINGER BEER (24) 200ML

55250033
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DOUBLE DUTCH

1724 TONIC
Started by Dutch twins Raissa and Joyce de Haas,
Double Dutch offers an innovative range of premium
soft drinks that are specifically developed to
complement higher-quality gins, vodkas and tequilas.
Double Dutch currently offers 4 carefully crafted
flavour combinations: Watermelon & Cucumber,
Pomegranate & Basil, Indian tonic water and a slimline
tonic water. All Double Dutch drinks are 100% natural,
low in sugars and made with the highest-quality
ingredients, making these the perfect enhancement to
your spirits.

1724 Tonic Water is a tonic water designed to meet the
demand for high-quality cocktails and to accompany the
best spirits. The name of the brand is derived from the
quinine used which is hand picked at 1,724 metres above
sea level on the Peruvian Inca Trail, where the quinine
tree originates. Great care is taken to ensure that only
the best natural ingredients are used and this includes
bottling with pure spring water.
The taste derived from this quinine is quite different to
that experienced with other tonic waters giving a less
bitter experience and a very pleasant, slightly mandarin
citrus note. The water is lightly carbonated to give a
sparkle similar to those found in premium Champagne.
1724 Tonic Water, available in a stunning stylish bottle,
is not designed to replace mainstream mixers but to
provide an alternative choice in cocktail bars and
restaurants that want to offer their customers really
high-quality drinks.

SKU CODES
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DOUBLE DUTCH CUCUMBER &
WATERMELON (24) 200ML

59130500

DOUBLE DUTCH POMEGRANATE &
BASIL (24) 200ML

59130600

DOUBLE DUTCH TONIC (24) 200ML

59130601

DOUBLE DUTCH SLIM TONIC (24) 200ML

59130602

SKU CODES
1724 TONIC (24) 200ML

55220100
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GOSLINGS
Fentimans

BUNDABERG
Bundaberg Brewed Drinks is an Australian family-owned
company based in Bundaberg. Since its beginnings
close to 50 years ago, the company’s aim has been
to craft premium adult non-alcoholic beverages
using time-honoured brewing methods and the
finest-quality ingredients.

Goslings Ginger Beer is a refreshing, zesty soft drink
by itself, as well as the perfect mate to Goslings Black
Seal Rum.
For 206 years Goslings Black Seal Rum has been
searching for the perfect mate, often paired with
ginger beer that’s too sweet or too spicy. Goslings
Stormy Ginger Beer was developed with one thing in
mind, to be the ideal partner to Black Seal Rum and
make the most harmonious Dark ‘n’ Stormy cocktail
you’ll ever drink.

Root Beer
Bundaberg Root Beer is made to a genuine family
recipe with real sarsaparilla root, liquorice root, vanilla
beans and molasses giving it that rich, unique colour and
flavour. Brewed for over three days to extract maximum
flavour, our Root Beer delivers a nostalgic experience
like no other. Enjoy straight from the bottle, over ice,
or mix it up by adding some fresh lime and mint for a
flavour infusion like no other.
Ginger Beer
Craft-brewed from a family recipe that’s been handed
down from generation to generation. Made with the
finest, locally grown ginger and sugarcane in the
Bundaberg region, in South East Queensland. There’s
simply no compromise in ingredients or quality. It takes
our expert brewers up to three days to brew every batch,
ensuring maximum flavour in each classic Bundaberg
bottle, topped with the iconic rip cap. Before you
pop one open, hold it upside down and you can
actually see the real brewed ginger pieces forming
a flavour-filled cloud.

moscow mule

Goslings Stormy Ginger Beer, its official name, took
well over a year to formulate and perfect. It really is
the perfect balance between sweetness and spiciness.
Packaged into a slimline, 330ml can, Goslings Stormy
Ginger Beer reflects Goslings’ status as the official rum
and official ginger beer of the 35th America’s Cup.
The artwork ensures it will stand out on the shelf with a
premium, distinctive package which encourages
consumers to enquire about it.

Ingredients

Only Goslings Black Seal Rum makes a Dark ‘n’ Stormy
genuine. Only Goslings Stormy Ginger Beer makes
it perfect.

• Bundaberg Ginger Beer
• 1.69 fl.oz Vodka
• 0.85 fl.oz Lime juice
• 0.34 fl.oz Sugar syrup
• 2 x small pieces of ginger
• Lime to garnish

However, Goslings Stormy Ginger Beer is a truly
refreshing drink in its own right. Bermuda didn’t steer
you wrong on the whole shorts thing. Trust them on this
one, too.

Copper Mug

Let’s Mix
Step 1 Muddle ginger and combine with vodka,
lime juice and sugar syrup into shaker
Step 2 Shake, then strain into a copper mug
and top with Bundaberg Ginger Beer
Step 3 Add ice and garnish with a lime wedge
Step 4 Enjoy your drink

SKU CODES
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BUNDABERG ROOT BEER (12) 375ML

59270124

BUNDABERG GINGER BEER (12) 375ML

59270125

SKU CODES
GOSLINGS GINGER BEER (24) 330ML

58550523
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OLD JAMAICA
Old Jamaica is the UK’s No.1 ginger beer brand made
with an unbeatable kick of authentic fiery Jamaican root
ginger. Whether served with ice and a wedge of lime
or in combination with a range of quality spirits, Old
Jamaica has a stand-out flavour to appeal. Fantastic with
rum and vodka – or for a refreshing long mix why not
try the Root 56, a blend with Jägermeister, Old Jamaica
Ginger Beer, fresh lime, a slice of cucumber.

31 | OLD JAMAICA

SKU CODES
OLD JAMAICAN GINGER BEER (24) 330ML

58550023

OLD JAMAICA DIET GINGER BEER (24) 330ML

58551026

OLD JAMAICA GRAPE SODA (24) 330ML

58551027

OLD JAMAICA FRUIT PUNCH (24) 330ML

58551028

OLD JAMAICA CREAM SODA (24) 330ML

58551029

OLD JAMAICA PINEAPPLE SODA (24) 330ML

58551029

OLD JAMAICA MANGO SODA (24) 330ML

58551030
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TING

FIREFLY
Ting is a zesty Caribbean fruit fizz made using real
Caribbean grapefruit. A great mixer for cocktails and
spirits or equally refreshing as an adult soft drink.

London-born brand, Firefly, has been leading the way
since 2003 with its range of great-tasting, revitalising
juice drinks boosted with botanical extracts.

Its flavour and character make it the perfect addition
to a range of cocktails and long serves. Why not try the
Paloma — a surprising and delicious long mix with tequila
or a ‘Rum & Ting’ which is already becoming a popular
bar call.

Founded by two entrepreneurs looking for a healthier
alternative to the drinks on the market at the time,
Firefly is made from all-natural ingredients with added
botanicals and contains no refined sugar. Originally sold
in Harvey Nichols, it has gone on to sell in the most
prestigious bars, hotels and niche retailers in over 40
countries around the world.
Re-launched in 2015, the award-winning Firefly brand
has recently undergone a vibrant redesign. The iconic
bottles with their synonymous black and white imagery
now feature a new Firefly symbol, botanical drawings
and even better flavours.
The ultimate non-alcoholic soft drink and the antidote
to “lime and soda,” Firefly was recently named one
of Metro’s top 12 drinks for dry January and “a
sophisticated alternative” to alcohol in the Daily Mail,
weekend magazine .
Firefly Kiwi, Lime & Mint (winner of The Grocer New
Product award) is a take on the classic mojito and tastes
great both straight up over crushed ice with a squeeze
of lime or with an added dash of rum for a quick and
easy cocktail!
Recent years have seen premiumisation in craft
beers and spirits and Firefly is dedicated to offering
consumers the equivalent experience in the adult
soft drink category.
SKU CODES

SKU CODES
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FIREFLY PEACH & GREEN TEA (12) 330ML

55270001

FIREFLY LEMON LIME & GINGER (12) 330ML

55270002

FIREFLY GRAPEFRUIT & PASSIONFRUIT (12) 330ML

55270003

FIREFLY POMEGRANATE & ELDERFLOWER
(12) 330ML

55270004

TING GRAPEFRUIT (24) 330ML CAN

58550123

FIREFLY BRAMLEY APPLE & GINGER (12) 330ML

55270005

TING LIGHT (24) 330ML CAN

58550125

FIREFLY KIWI LIME & MINT (12) 330ML

55270006
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GALVANINA
Fentimans

SAN PELLEGRINO
San Pellegrino is one of the world’s best-known and
most enjoyed Italian products because of its image and
unmistakable taste, but also because of the quality
ensured at the San Pellegrino plant with competence
and passion.
The whole bottling process takes place inside one of the
most complex and advanced plants in Europe. In 1899,
the Società Anonima delle Terme di San Pellegrino,
owner of the thermal spring of the same name, started
bottling the water for commercial purposes, and the San
Pellegrino sparkling mineral water was born.
Only 5 years later, the facilities were already producing
50,000 bottles a day.

Introducing Galvanina – Italy’s Beautiful Organic
Sparkling Fruit Drinks
What is Galvanina?
Galvanina is a unique range of gently sparkling organic
fruit drinks straight from the Galvanina Spring in the
Apennine Mountains, in North East Italy. Founded in
1901 and still run by the fourth generation of the Mini
family from Rimini.
It is an award-winning Premium Adult Soft Drink:
2015 Grocer New Product of the Year Award
2015 Café Quality Food & Drink Award
2014 Quality Food Awards
How are the drinks made?
Galvanina fruit drinks are made with mineral water that
flows untouched, naturally purified and carbonated for
30 months before it emerges from the Galvanina Spring
located at the peak of San Lorenzo Monte, ‘Paradise
Mountain’. The sparkling spring water is then blended
with delicious organic fruit. Only the finest juice and
pulp from tree-ripened, hand-picked organic fruit is used
to deliver the authentic Italian aroma and taste.

SKU CODES
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All our fruit drinks are 100% natural and free from
artificial flavours, colours and preservatives. These
organic fruit drinks can be enjoyed on their own or can
be mixed to create fabulous cocktails and mocktails.

SAN PELLEGRINO ARANCIATA (24) 200ML

59522130

SAN PELLEGRINO LIMONATA (24) 200ML

59522129

SAN PELLEGRINO LIMONATA CAN (24) 330ML

59290123

SAN PELLEGRINO ARANCIATA CAN (24) 330ML

59290223

SAN PELLEGRINO BLOOD ORANGE
ARANCIATA CAN (24) 330ML

59521029

SAN PELLEGRINO POMPELMO CAN
(GRAPEFRUIT) (24) 330ML

59522029

Galvanina comes in an attractively embossed glass bottle
to preserve the quality and characteristics of the drink
inside. We believe it is every bit as beautiful on the
inside as it is on the outside.

SAN PELLEGRINO LIME & MINT CAN (24) 330ML

59522030

SKU CODES

SAN PELLEGRINO MELOGRANO CAN (24) 330ML

59522040

GALVANINA RUBY ORANGE (12) 355ML

55270110

SAN PELLEGRINO CHINOTTO CAN (24) 330ML

59522050

GALVANINA LEMON (12) 355ML

55270111

SAN PELLEGRINO SPARKLING (24) 250ML

57730021

GALVANINA CLEMENTINE (12) 355ML

55270112

SAN PELLEGRINO SPARKLING (12) 750ML

57360048

GALVANINA GRAPEFRUIT (12) 355ML

55270113

SAN PELLEGRINO SPARKLING (24) 500ML

57360148
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PIP ORGANIC
Pip, Pip Hooray!

SKU CODES

100% organic juices and smoothies!

PIP ORGANIC CLOUDY
APPLE JUICE (24) 180ML

Pip Organic are producers of an award-winning range of
pure organic juices and smoothies. Great taste, health,
nutrition and being organic are at the heart of all Pip
Organic products.

55300500

PIP ORGANIC STRAWBERRY &
BLACKCURRANT JUICE (24) 180ML

55300510

PIP ORGANIC PINEAPPLE

55300520

& MANGO SMOOTHIE (24) 180ML

The family-friendly range is available in handy cartons
perfect for mealtimes and ‘grab and go’. The range is
made from 100% organic fruit, which is not from
concentrate and contains NO added sugars,
preservatives or additives.
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SHAPLA PAANI

WILLOW
Shapla Paani is a natural spring water of rare purity.
Drawn from deep under great granite aquifers, Shapla
Paani flows fresh from a natural spring unveiling all its
uniqueness and its fine taste.
At Shapla Paani our still and sparkling mineral water has
become a favourite partner of Indian and Asian food in
restaurants around the British Isles.
Shapla Paani mineral water reaches your table to
provide an exceptional thirst-quenching taste, the
perfect partner for spicier dishes or simply enjoyable
over ice with a slice.

The English Lake District is blessed with some of the
highest levels of rainfall in the UK. Rainfall marks the
beginning of a natural cycle that enables you, our
customers, to enjoy the end result. Willow Water’s
mineral content is a unique blueprint that reflects the
geology of the Cartmel area.
Just below the surface on Cartmel Fell lies a deep layer
of peat formed from the remains of a prehistoric forest
of white willow trees.
This ancient woodland once covered the Southern Lake
District in a dense canopy. As rain falls on Cartmel Fell
the rainwater travels through this layer picking up
valuable salicin on its journey.
A substantial layer of limestone provides a natural filter
and also endows Willow Water with its significant
calcium content. The water travels down away from the
fells’ peaks, picking up the remaining minerals which
make up its unique composition, and forms the aquifer
in the sand and gravel beds below the Cartmel area.

SKU CODES
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SHAPLA PAANI SPARKLING (12) 750ML

57351148

SHAPLA PAANI SPARKLING (24) 330ML

57351548

SHAPLA PAANI STILL (12) 750ML

57351048

SHAPLA PAANI STILL (24) 330ML

57351448

SKU CODES
WILLOW STILL WATER (12) 330ML

57362728

WILLOW SPARKLING WATER (12) 330ML

57362729

WILLOW STILL WATER (6) 750ML

57362730

WILLOW SPARKLING WATER (6) 750ML

57362831
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VOSS

BELU
Voss bottled water comes from an artesian spring on the
southern tip of Norway. Confined in an aquifer deep
beneath the earth, its pristine natural condition is
protected from the source to the bottle. Voss is amongst
the purest of all major water brands, naturally low in
sodium and other minerals with a fresh clean refreshing
taste. Recognized for its distinctly iconic bottle design,
Voss is served at the finest hotels, restaurants and
airport lounges in over 50 countries worldwide. Now
through LWC, Still and Sparkling Voss can offer your
establishment a super premium bottled water that
complements a fine-dining occasion and makes the
experience special.

The most ethical mineral water.
Belu give all profits to WaterAid: to date, more than £1.5
million. And Belu is 100% carbon neutral. Belu’s clear
glass bottles are made from 30% recycled Ethical Glass,
the lightest-weight glass bottle available for mineral
water in the UK. Still and sparkling water available in
cases of 24 x 330ml and 12 x 750ml.
Belu is also available in lightweight plastic bottles;
bottled at Belu’s source in the UK using at least 50%
recycled content (the highest in the UK), meaning a
31% reduction in carbon emissions. Still and sparkling
water with screw caps in cases of 24 x 500ml.

SKU CODES
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VOSS SPARKLING WATER (12) 800ML

57362648

SKU CODES

VOSS SPARKLING WATER (24) 375ML

57362823

BELU SPARKLING (12) 750ML

57362348

VOSS STILL WATER (12) 800ML

57362548

BELU SPARKLING (24) 330ML

57363656

VOSS STILL WATER (24) 375ML

57362723

BELU STILL (12) 750ML

57364223

VOSS STILL WATER PET (24) 250ML

57363733

BELU STILL (24) 330ML

57365030

VOSS STILL WATER PET (24) 330ML

57363723

BELU STILL PET (24) 500ML

57363924

BELU SPARKLING PET (24) 500ML

57363925
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HARROGATE

TM

DECANTAE

R

Natural Mine ral Wate r
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The Prince Of Natural Waters

‘The Original British Bottled Water,’ Harrogate
continues an illustrious history of providing naturally
sourced spring water and the benefits of healthy
hydration for people to enjoy, since 1571.
One of the finest still and sparkling waters in the
world, Harrogate is renowned for its balanced
clean taste, refined spa heritage and distinctive
classic-contemporary style.

Decantae is one of the purest waters you’ll ever drink,
as it bubbles to the surface through layers of rock strata
laid down more than 400 million years ago. Analysis
has shown it to be particularly low in the heavy metals
and salts which nowadays are regarded as heath hazards
when consumed in quantity.
Many centuries ago our water was a well-kept secret
enjoyed by the privileged few.
Now Decantae is bottled at its source in the beautiful
Snowdonia foothills once inhabited by the ancient
Celtic tribe from which it takes its name. Whenever you
want one of the purest drinks available, use Decantae
to enhance gourmet food or to preserve and enhance
the character of high quality spirits, just enjoy a pure,
refreshing, natural drink.

SKU CODES
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SKU CODES

HARROGATE STILL (24) 330ML

57360623

DECANTAE SPARKLING (24) 330ML

57040248

HARROGATE SPARKLING (24) 330ML

57360723

DECANTAE STILL (24) 330ML

57040223

HARROGATE STILL PET (24) 500ML

57360729

DECANTAE SPARKLING (12) 750ML

57040323

HARROGATE SPARKLING PET (24) 500ML

57360651

DECANTAE STILL (12) 750ML

57050142

HARROGATE STILL (12) 750ML

57360549

HARROGATE SPARKLING (12) 750ML

57360649
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HILDON

ONE WATER
Natural Mineral Water must come from a single
protected source to ensure its purity and consistent
mineral composition. The source of Hildon Natural
Mineral Water is a jewel that lies deep beneath the
beautiful chalk hills of the Test Valley in Hampshire.
These same chalk downs form the fantastic natural
filtration system that gives Hildon Natural Mineral
Water its unique terroir. The clouds which produce
rain drip their natural produce onto the land below to
begin a unique journey of approximately 50 years
before reaching the Hildon source, ready for bottling
as Hildon Natural Mineral Water.
The Hildon Estate comprises 180 acres of beautiful
English countryside where hares bound, wild deer roam
and birds of prey soar high above. Passionate about
protecting our natural surroundings, we strive to keep
the estate as environmentally friendly as possible.

When you drink One, the world drinks too. Can you
help us change 5 million lives by 2020?
Our profit funds sustainable water projects for some of
the world’s most vulnerable people. Just by changing
the brand of bottled water that you stock, you can
help to improve lives on the other side of the world.
It’s that simple.
We’re now celebrating raising over £14 million for water
projects; providing clean, safe water to over 3 million
people in the world’s poorest communities. Our aim
is to raise £20 million by 2020. You can help by
choosing One – because when you drink One, the
world drinks too.

This purity of environment is reflected in our Natural
Mineral Water giving a clean, well-balanced flavour
that has become synonymous with fine dining,
complementing the food and wine it is served with.
The exquisite taste of Hildon has won blind tastings
conducted by the most refined palates and it is for this
reason that Hildon Natural Mineral Water has been
selected as the winner of the Chefs’ Choice Awards for
four consecutive years (2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016)
– the first company to win so many times in succession.
SKU CODES
HILDON SPARKLING (12) 750ML

57330148

HILDON SPARKLING (24) 330ML

57330123

HILDON STILL (12) 750ML

57330048

HILDON STILL (24) 330ML

57330023

SKU CODES
ONE WATER STILL (12) 750ML
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51141050

ONE WATER SPARKLING (12) 750ML

51141051

ONE WATER STILL (24) 330ML

51141052

ONE WATER SPARK (24) 330ML

51141053
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RED BULL

MONSTER
Inspired by functional drinks from the Far East, Dietrich
Mateschitz founded Red Bull in the mid 1980s. He
created the formula of Red Bull Energy Drink and
developed the unique marketing concept of Red Bull. In
1987, on April 1, Red Bull Energy Drink was sold for the
very first time in its home market, Austria. This was not
only the launch of a completely new product; in fact it
was the birth of a totally new product category.
Today Red Bull is available in more than 169 countries
and around 60 billion cans of Red Bull have been
consumed so far.

Monster Export and Ultra have been specifically
formulated to offer genuine brand choice, value and
innovation to the energy category.
Consumers are starting to change their habits. They
want to enjoy an energy drink at varying times of the
day. They are also diversifying their bar call into areas
such as cocktails and gins. The energy offering needs
to adapt to provide choice, value and innovation to
consumers whilst simultaneously delivering incremental
profit to retailers.
Monster Energy has recently re-launched Monster
Export and introduced Monster Ultra, both in a new
355ml format. The new can size offers value to both
consumers and retailers alike. Ultra Zero is a brand new
taste, with the drink being a little less sweet and lighter
tasting as well as zero calories, which is something that
can widen the consumers’ drink repertoire.
As well as appealing to customers, the 355ml can offer
more serves and more profit vs. our 250ml competition
at a similar price. Ultra opens up the category as an
alternative to traditional energy drinks.
Currently retailers are mixing with Gin and Prosecco,
which has opened up the mixed offering that traditional
energy can’t fulfil.

SKU CODES
RED BULL ENERGY CAN (24) 250ML

58500010

RED BULL SUGAR FREE CAN (24) 250ML

58500110

RED BULL RED EDITION CAN (12) 250ML

58500410

RED BULL TROPICAL (12) 250ML

58500510

Monster Export and Ultra 355ml offer a key point of
difference vs. the traditional 250ml alternatives. Placing
Monster Export alongside the 250ml alternative allows
consumers the brand and flavour (Ultra Zero) choice,
whilst allowing the retailers the flexibility of serve choice
that is more profitable to them.

SKU CODES
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MONSTER ENERGY CAN (12) 355ML

58460330

MONSTER ULTRA CAN (12) 355ML

58460332
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VITA COCO

Why not give your customers something to be enthusiastic about?

Vita Coco is the original brand that started the fresh
coconut water beverage trend. Informed consumers,
health & wellness experts, pro-athletes and celebrities
have all become loyal fans of coconut water, choosing
the Vita Coco brand for its authentic flavour, hydration
and replenishment properties.
Vita Coco Coconut Water is loaded with naturally
occurring electrolytes and bursting with potassium so
now you can hydrate naturally without all the artificial
colourings, flavourings and sweeteners of other drinks.
Whether you’re working out or suffering from a
hangover, Vita Coco, 100% natural coconut water
is here to help you stay naturally hydrated.

PLACE YOUR ORDER
Call to place your order on:

0845 402 5125
LWC Yorkshire

(Middleton Wholesale)
Tyne Rd,
Weedon Road Industrial Estate,
Northampton
NN5 5AF

Tel: 0844 241 2055
Email: yorkshire@lwc-drinks.co.uk

Tel: 01753 578 877
Email: london@lwc-drinks.co.uk

Tel: 01604 750040
Email: northampton@lwc-drinks.co.uk

Stainburn Road
Openshaw
Manchester
M11 2DN

Tel: 0845 345 1055
Email: northeast@lwc-drinks.co.uk

Tel: 0845 345 1068
Email: manchester@lwc-drinks.co.uk

LWC Teesside

LWC Hereford
Southern Avenue
Leominster
Herefordshire
HR6 0QF
Tel: 0845 365 1028
Email: hereford@lwc-drinks.co.uk

LWC Cornwall
(Jolly’s Drinks)
Wilson Way
Pool Industrial Estate
Redruth, Cornwall
TR15 3JD
Tel: 0845 345 1076
Email: cornwall@lwc-drinks.co.uk

LWC South West

53880019

LWC Manchester

Mulberry Way
Dubmire Ind Est.
Houghton le Spring
Tyne & Wear
DH4 5RH

Portrack Grange Road
Stockton-on-Tees
TS18 2PH
Tel: 0845 345 1044
Email: teesside@lwc-drinks.co.uk

VITA COCONUT WATER (12) 330ML

LWC Northampton

Units 5-7
Perth
Industrial Estate
Slough
SL1 4XX

LWC North East

SKU CODES

LWC London

Unit 2, 11 Pontefract Lane
Cross Green
Industrial Estate
Leeds
LS9 0RR

King Charles Business Park
Old Newton Road
Newton Abbot, Devon
TQ12 6UT
Tel: 0844 811 7399
Email: southwest@lwc-drinks.co.uk

LWC Stoke
Grove Road
Heron Cross
Stoke on Trent
ST4 4LN
Tel: 0845 345 1056
Email: central@lwc-drinks.co.uk

LWC Lancashire
Comet Road
Moss Side
Leyland, Preston
PR25 3EY
Tel: 0845 345 1086
Email: lancashire@lwc-drinks.co.uk

LL

LL

LWC Merseyside
Fieldgate
Marshgate Ind. Est.
Widnes
WA8 8UA

MK

Tel: 0845 345 1026
Email: merseyside@lwc-drinks.co.uk

LWC Birmingham
Unit 12
Union Park
Navigation Way
West Bromwich
B70 9DF
Tel: 0844 854 6675
Email: birmingham@lwc-drinks.co.uk

WWW.LWC-DRINKS.CO.UK
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